
7 Lock acquisition of Fabry Perot cavity

The cavity end mirror energy retains following relation.

1

2
mv2

0 ≤ F∆L

(53)

m, v0, F, and ∆L are test mass, test mass velocity, actuation force
and sensing range. Therefore the key point for success of lock
acquisition are

1. Reducing v0

2. Strengthen actuation force

3. Widen sensing range (sensing range ∝ 1
Finesse

).

In KAGRA, the cavities finesse are high about 1500 and if the larger
actuator force has much actuator noise. Therefore idea for 1st item
is needed.
In this section, as the part of RSE lock acquisition, here is the

verification for effectiveness of one software method that is called
Guided Lock for arm cavity to reduce the mirror velocity.
Guided Lock [5] is the method of deceleration of mirror velocity to
possible one for lock acquisition. In this thesis it succeeds in raising
the lock probability by critical actuation of the mirror. This critical
guided lock is tested in TAMA300 [6] and the result is that effect of
acceleration by the seismic motion would release the mirror position.
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Figure 43: actuation to mirror for deceleration

7.1 Refined Guided Lock

In ground base detector, seismic motion is inevitable at low fre-
quency and frustrates the stability of optical system. But the end
mirror of Fabry Perot cavity has to be actuated for retaining the
cavity length as resonance. Considering the mirror deceleration for
locking, the crucial parameter is duration time of actuation.
Primary actuation is operated without any considerations about

actuation duration. If the time is much long, the mirror has only
inverted velocity from first resonance. But if it is too short, it takes
much time to come back to the resonant point. In principal, there is
optimal actuation duration to minimize the full time until acquiring
lock of cavities.
Therefore actuation duration time should be optimized. In what fol-
lows, Guided Lock means Guided Lock with this new optimization.
The actuation duration T is calculated as follow with deceleration
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Figure 44: Guided Lock effect without any disturbance

Figure 45: Guided lock effect

parameter β.

v0 − accelτ = 0

τ =
v0

accel
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T = βτ (54)

‘ τ ’is the duration time of deceleration to zero, ’v0’ is mirror
first velocity at resonant point and‘ accel’is acceleration in m/s2.
(1≤ β ≤2)

• β = 2 → v = −v0: Therefore it’s far from deceleration.

• β = 1 → v = 0: It takes much time to come back to the
resonant position.

Optimizing this β is what we call Guided Lock.
Guided Lock is executed repeatedly at every resonance until decel-
erated point to threshold velocity, which is possible mirror velocity
to acquire lock.
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Figure 46: β-Ttotal optimization

Actuation duration is critical to soft landing for locking. Here
is the calculation by matlab of optimal β.

Ttotal = τ · β2

2β − 2
·
(

(β − 1)N − 1

β − 2

)

N =
Log

(
vlock

v0

)
Log(β − 1)

(55)

Calculated optimal β by matlab is 1.33. Figure43show the mirror
swinging around resonant point and the force on mirror. In this
system, mirror velocity is calculated crossing the near zero and ac-
cording to this velocity’ sign and value, the actuation force on the
mirror for deceleration is determined. If the mirror velocity is down
to threshold by Guided Lock actuation force, system switch to the
filtered feeding back the error signal from cavity for acquiring the
lock of cavity.
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Figure 47: guideLock scheme

Parameter Value
Mirror mass 10kg

Suspension length 0.45m
Cavity length 3995m

Modulation frequency 24.493MHz
Transmittance of ITM 0.028
Transmittance of ETM 6× 10−6

Mirror loss of ITM 7.5× 10−5

Mirror loss of ETM 7.5× 10−5

Finesse 220
β 1.33

Guided Force 0.9mN

Table 10: optical parameters for Guided Lock

7.2 setup on e2e

Figure47 is the diagram of the guide locking process simulation by
end to end (e2e), the time domain simulator written by C++.
One arm Fabry Perot cavity, whose end mirror is suspended and

its suspension point is excited by seismic motion, is locked by pre-
modulation and demodulation with Guided Lock.
In this scheme, there is the ’Guided Lock’ module as ’FUNC’ mod-
ule in the feeding back loop. The error signal, end mirror position
and end mirror velocity are the input of ’Guided Lock’ module,
whose output is the force on mirror.
Above the threshold velocity, this module chooses the guided force
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Pole @100Hz (2)
Switched filter Zero @1kHz (1)

Gain 0.003

Table 11: Parameters of servo for error signal

Pole 2.7Hz (1)
filter1 Zero 11Hz (1)

Gain 3.7mN@11～40Hz
Pole 40Hz (1)

filter2 Zero 81Hz (1)
Gain 7.4mN @81Hz～

Limiter value 0.9mN

Table 12: Parameters of filters for force frequency depended

for deceleration. If once the velocity were below the threshold, the
module would choose the servo for error signal.
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Figure 48: optical setup on alfi

This FUNC module (seeing in Appendix 1) is composed of 3
parts.

1. Measurement of the mirror velocity

• For the later determination of actuation

– Velocity is defined with delay module. By the time
passing 10−10m from resonance and the time on reso-
nance, its velocity is calculated.

2. The determination of the mirror velocity

• For switching whether it reaches threshold velocity to ac-
quire the lock

– The threshold velocity is one parameter.

3. Operation of the feedback force to end mirror according to that
determination,

• Guided force or servo using error signal is chosen by Boolean
from step2.

– Output of this calculation module is connected to the
limiter that is 9mN and the force has frequency depen-
dence by fileter1 and filter2.
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The guided force is constant to get the velocity lower and the error
signal is fed back at the temporary after the switching until acquiring
lock.
Every simulation is executed

• Under the seismic motion and threshold velocity being variable

– × 1
10

, × 1
3
, ×1, ×3, ×10 of seismic motion at Hanford site

– threshold velocity range is 1×10−5 to 1×10−8

• Each is executed under the same condition by 10 different seeds.

The detail of parameters used in this simulation is table (7.1).
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Seismic motion level upper value
1
10Hanford 1× 10−6

1
3Hanford 3× 10−6

Hanford 4× 10−6

3×Hanford 2× 10−5

10×Hanford 3× 10−5

Table 13: Seismic level under the guide Lock simulation

7.3 Result of guided lock

When servo works at the end mirror being around resonant, the lock
acquisition works well under the lower seismic motion. However at
higher seismic level it needs to guided lock to decelerate end mirror
velocity.
The guided lock effect is when the disturbance is 3 and 10 times

of Hanford site. At lower disturbance, this system could get lock
only by servo. The main reason of failure locking is that still trend
remains.
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8 Conclusion

RSE is the necessary to next generation ground detector. However
it is challenging due to high finesse and high degree of freedom that
RSE acquires the lock.

This scheme aim to validate the software method to lock RSE.

In first, it is attested to be effective to use multi-deceleration Guided
Lock if there are some large disturbance with where only servo could
not control by it own. The lock acquisition rate get improved by
1.3∼3 times.

And second, it is approved to constrain the moving end test mass
by some signals with the central part lock holding. All of the ETMX
and ETMY each and ETMX·Y could be constrained and make it
possible to use the guided Lock.

This software method could be the backup plan for KAGRA.
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Appendix

1. Programs in GuidedLock module
if(useGL)
{
if ( t >5 )
{
if ( (fabs(posIn)-1e-10)*(fabs(posIn2)-1e-10) <0 )

//posIn is mirror position and posIn2 is one step delayed data.

define the 1e-10m from resonance and that the time.

{
t1=t;
x=posIn;
}

if (posIn*posIn2 < 0 )
//define the time on resonance. calculates the mirror velocity.

{
t2=t;
vel=-x/(t2-t1);

if (fabs (vel) > thresholdVel ) //Give the boolean for switching.

{ useGL=true; }
if ( fabs( vel ) <= thresholdVel )
{ useGL=false; }

if ( vel <= 0 ) //determine accel direction.

{ curAccel = accel; }
else
{ curAccel = -accel; }

tilTime = t2 + beta * fabs( vel/ accel );
//calcul ate the time duration to actuation.

}
}

}
if ( useGL ) //Output feedback force according to the forward Boolean.

{ if ( t < tilTime )
forceOut = curAccel * mass;

else
forceOut = 0 ; }

else
forceOut = FIL.filterApply( errorSig ) ; //FIL is defined as servo filter.
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